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Language is produced by bodies that evolved to fulfill a variety of functions, most of them
non-communicative. Vestigial influences of adaptation for quadrupedal locomotion are still
affecting bimanual actions, and have consequences on manual communication systems
such as sign languages of the deaf. We discuss how central pattern generators (CPGs),
networks of nerve cells in the spinal cord that drive locomotion, influence bimanual actions
with alternating movements to be produced with repeated motion. We demonstrate this
influence with data from three unrelated sign languages, American Sign Language, British
Sign Language, and Hong Kong Sign Language: in all three sign languages two-handed
balanced signs produced with alternating movements have a tendency to be repeated,
whereas other types of two-handed balanced signs show the opposite tendency for single
movements. These tendencies cannot be fully explained by factors such as iconicity. We
propose a motoric account for these results: as alternating bimanual movements are
influenced by locomotor patterns, they favor repeated movements.

Keywords: sign language, central pattern generators (CPGs), bimanual movement, sign language phonetics, sign
language phonology

INTRODUCTION

Language is produced by the body, which means that in language emergence the body must play a
crucial role by favoring signals that are easy to articulate (Stavness et al., 2012). However, the body
hasmany other, non-communicative functions, and has evolved to fulfill these functions. As nature is
a great tinkerer (Jacob, 1977), the body often employs older adaptations to fulfill new duties. For
example, birds’ feathers first evolved for temperature regulation, but later became adapted for flight
(Gould and Vrba, 1982). In this paper, we argue that some properties of sign languages can be
explained by such adaptations, and we draw parallels with spoken languages. Specifically, we focus on
central pattern generators (CPGs), which are networks of nerve cells located in the spinal cord often
associated with control of repetitive or cyclic motion, such as locomotion (Grillner, 1985; Grillner
and Wallen, 1985). CPGs have been suggested to play a role in speech (MacNeilage, 1998). In this
paper, we will show how CPGs affect two-handed balanced signs in sign languages.

CPGs evolved for quadrupedal locomotion long before human ancestors became bipedal, and,
even though humans are now bipedal, CPGs still operate in human arms. They can be seen, for
example, in the coordination of arms and legs in activities such as walking, running, and swimming
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(van Emmeriket al., 1998). Arm swing, for instance, exists because
of the vestigial quadrupedal CPGs still operating in the arms
(Dietz, 2002; Meyns et al., 2013), and the activation of CPGs is
similar in arms and legs during walking (Zehr and Duysens,
2004). This pattern of out-of-phase movement of arms and legs
(that is, the pattern where a front limb and a hind limb diagonal to
it move together) is still beneficial for walking, as it helps humans
walk in a more stable manner and spend less energy on
movement (Meyns et al., 2013). We do not see such
movement patterns in bipedal species that did not evolve from
quadrupedal ancestors. Birds are one such example: they
descended from a group of bipedal dinosaurs, and developed
flight long after they became bipedal. Walking and flying in birds
are controlled by independent musculoskeletal systems, and wing
and tail muscles are inactive during walking (Ostrom, 1986;
Butler, 1991; Gatesy and Dial, 1996). Even in aquatic birds,
both those that developed the ability to swim and dive in
addition to the ability to fly and those that abandoned flight
altogether, leg and wing muscles are never activated together:
there are either wing-propellers (penguins, auklets) or foot-
propellers (Galapagos cormorant, loons), but no wing-and-foot
propellers (Gatesy and Dial, 1996). There is no “wing swing” in
birds, because they have never been quadrupedal. In humans,
who are comparatively recent descendants from quadrupedal
species, the vestigial CPGs still generate rhythmic movement
patterns in arms. Therefore, we can expect these CPGs to affect
other manual activities, such as the conventionalized manual
movement systems used in natural sign languages of the deaf.

Sign languages are fully-fledged languages with all levels of
linguistic organization (Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006), they
emerge whenever there is a community of deaf people
(Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Meir et al., 2010). They are
acquired naturally by infants in similar ways and following
similar milestones as infants acquiring spoken languages
(Chen Pichler, 2012). Since sign languages are visual-manual,
the hands are the (most) active articulators, with the dominant
hand being active in all signs and the nondominant hand in some
signs. There are therefore three types of signs, one-handed
(produced just by the dominant hand), two-handed
unbalanced (where the nondominant hand acts as a passive
place of articulation for the dominant hand, often with the
nondominant hand having a different, more basic handshape
from that of the dominant hand) and two-handed balanced
(where both hands have the same handshape and move in a
similar fashion) (Battison, 1974). In spoken languages, many
linguistic generalizations are explained (or hypothesized as being
explained) by reference to articulatory ease (Ladefoged, 1984;
Lindblom, 1990, Lindblom, 1998; Stavness et al., 2012). In signed
languages, therefore, one would expect two-handed balanced
signs to be rare, since moving two hands actively doubles
articulatory effort and requires the biggest reactive effort to
stabilize the torso (Sanders and Napoli, 2016), but in actuality
they are very frequent (e.g., one-third of the entire lexicon of
American Sign Language, Klima and Bellugi, 1979). They are
known to resist change, either in phonological or historical
processes, and are preferred in both first and second language
acquisition (Cheek et al., 2001; Chen Pichler et al., 2016).

Moreover, some unbalanced signs become balanced over time
(Frishberg, 1975; Padden and Perlmutter, 1987).

Not only are balanced signs widespread and resistant to
change compared to other types of signs, but within the
group of balanced signs, signs produced with alternating
movements (as in locomotion) show more resistance to
change than signs produced with symmetrical movements.
Some phonological rules do not apply to two-handed signs
with alternating movement: e.g., under certain circumstances it
is possible to drop the nondominant hand from a two-handed
sign (weak drop); however, if the sign has an alternating
movement, such weak drop is prohibited (Battison, 1974;
Padden and Perlmutter, 1987; Brentari 1998), especially if the
alternating movement in the sign is iconic (in the Sign Language
of the Netherlands, see van der Kooij et al. 2001) (What we
describe here is only true for weak drop in balanced signs, the
focus of the present study. However, the phenomenon of weak
drop in unbalanced signs is much more complicated, especially
in the case of iconic signs. The interested reader is referred to
Vennes (2018) for a recent review on weak drop and the related
phenomenon of weak hand lowering). The same resistance to
weak drop is observed in first-language acquisition (Siedlecki
and Bonvillian, 1993). And the many linguistic processes that
turn one-handed signs into two-handed signs result in signs
with alternating, not symmetrical movements (Padden and
Perlmutter, 1987).

We hypothesize that these properties of balanced signs can be
explained by the effect of cyclic CPGs. If two-handed balanced
signs are indeed influenced by vestigial locomotive CPGs, which
govern repetitive cyclic movements, we should expect that in
signs where the two hands actively move in an alternating
manner (as in locomotion), the movement of the signs
should favor repetition, whereas in signs where hands move
in a non-alternating manner (i.e., symmetrically), the
movement should show no such preference. To test this
prediction, we examine data from three genetically unrelated
sign languages: American Sign Language (ASL), British Sign
Language (BSL), and Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL) (ASL
belongs to the French Sign Language family, BSL to the British
Sign Language family, and HKSL to the Chinese Sign Language
family (Wittmann, 1991)). We also discuss some other potential
influences on the form of signs, such as iconicity. We end by
proposing a neuromotor account for the movement properties
we see in balanced signs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data
To avoid any language-specific confounding factors, we coded
dictionaries of three unrelated sign languages: American Sign
Language (Costello et al., 1998), British Sign Language (Brennan
and Brien, 1992) and Hong Kong Sign Language (Tang, 2007). All
two-handed balanced signs listed in these dictionaries were coded
and analyzed. Using dictionaries allowed us to collect data in an
unbiased manner, as well as focus on more representative signs
from the respective sign languages.
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Annotation
All signs in the three dictionaries were annotated by the second
author, a hearing non-signer, as one-handed, two-handed
unbalanced and two-handed balanced. The latter group of
balanced signs was further annotated for movement pattern
(symmetrical, alternating, other movement, or no movement),
movement repetition (single/repeated), iconicity (whether the sign
is iconic as judged by a sign-naïve hearing research assistant, yes/
no)1, and whether the sign is a compound (Table 1). Iconic signs
were further annotated for whether or not they depicted a human
activity that requires an alternating limb movement (regardless of
which limbs are prototypically employed in this activity) (Two
activities, skiing and rope-jumping, which could be performed
with either alternating or symmetrical bimanual movements, were
annotated as alternating-movement activities to avoid

downplaying the potential role of iconicity). In addition,
alternating signs were coded for which hand is higher at the
beginning of the sign production or throughout the sign
production. Here we will only report results relevant to this
paper’s research question.

Signs were classified as either symmetrical or alternating if
they were produced with symmetrical or alternating movement
but were not produced in the horizontal plane (see Figure 1).
Some signs did not have major movement in their citation form,
and thus were classified as no-movement signs (Such signs could
include other types of movement, such as handshape-internal
movement, when the hand does not move in space but the
handshape changes, or transitional movement, where the hand
moves to a place of sign’s articulation. We did not code for these
types of movement). Signs classified as “other” employed
movement in a manner not compatible with any locomotive
pattern (e.g., both hands moving from side to side in the same
direction, see Figure 2), and thus not suitable for testing of our
prediction.

RESULTS

Overall Results
The ASL dictionary had 4217 entries, of which 1407 (33%) were
two-handed balanced signs or compounds containing at least one
two-handed balanced sign. 160 of these entries were identified as

FIGURE 1 | Examples of two-handed balanced signs from ASL classified as symmetrical (A) or alternating (B). (A) SHAME, is produced with a single movement of
both hands moving away from the signer’s body; (B) BICYCLE, is produced with two hands moving in a repeated alternating cyclic motion (We follow the field’s convention
of glossing signs with small caps). Examples are from the online dictionary ASL-Lex (Caselli et al. 2017).

1

(Iconicity of signs is by no means an easily-identified and objective property
(Occhino et al., 2017; see Motamedi et al., 2019 for many different approaches to
identifying iconicity in both signed and spoken languages). In this study, signs were
coded as iconic if a sign-naïve coder who was not blind to the meaning of signs
could see somemotivation behind the signs’ forms. In this way, we sought to escape
possible influences of familiarity with a specific sign language (e.g., an actual or folk
etymology of the signs that is no longer visible in the signs’ forms, influences on
form that are related to systematicity rather than iconicity (see Dingemanse et al.,
2015), etc.), while also removing the guesswork that is often employed in judging
signs as iconic or not (when only transparent signs whose meaning is easily guessed
by sign-naïve hearing people are taken to be iconic).
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compounds and excluded from the analysis, leaving 1247 signs. The
BSL dictionary consisted of 1367 entries, of which 421 (31%) were
two-handed balanced. After excluding 29 compounds, the final BSL
dataset consisted of 394 signs. The HKSL dictionary consisted of
1864 entries, of which 498 (27%) were two-handed balanced.
Excluding 65 compounds, the final dataset consisted of 433 signs.

Alternating and Symmetrical Signs
There were 211 alternating and 355 symmetrical ASL signs, 70
alternating and 112 symmetrical BSL signs, and 64 alternating and
84 symmetrical HKSL signs. As predicted, alternating signs tended
to be repeated: 73% of ASL alternating signs, 81% of BSL alternating
signs, and 65% of HKSL alternating signs had movement repetition
in their citation form Table 2. Also as predicted, symmetrical signs
tended to have a single movement in their citation form: 77% of
ASL symmetrical signs, 73.5% of BSL symmetrical signs, and 64%

of HKSL symmetrical signs (see Figure 3). These results were
significant: ASL: χ2 (1) � 128.622, p < 0.001, BSL: χ2 (1) � 51.548,
p < 0.001, HKSL: χ2 (1) � 11.557, p < 0.001.

For the purpose of comparison, we also looked at repetition
patterns in other balanced signs, signs that did employ movement
but mostly in the horizontal plane in a manner not compatible
with locomotive patterns and thus outside of our prediction (see
Figure 2). In all three sign languages, these signs tended not to be
repeated: only 22% (114/515) were repeated in ASL, 31% (53/170)
in BSL and 32% (58/182) in HKSL.

In all three sign languages, alternating signs tended to either
start with the dominant hand above the nondominant hand, or to
be articulated with the dominant hand in the higher position
throughout the sign production: 60% in ASL, 56% in BSL, and
45% in HKSL. In addition, 19% of ASL alternating signs, 14% of
BSL signs, and 20% of HKSL were articulated with both hands at
the same height.

Iconic Signs
Iconicity was widespread across all subtypes of balanced signs: the
lowest percentage of iconic signs was 30% and the largest was 50%
per type of balanced signs. In ASL, 35% of alternating signs were
classified as iconic, compared to 50% in BSL and 30% in HKSL;
and 35% of ASL symmetrical signs were classified as iconic,
compared to 44% of BSL and 44% of HKSL symmetrical signs (see
Table 3 for raw numbers). The distribution of iconic signs in

FIGURE 2 | ASL signs moving on the horizontal plane either in the opposite directions ((A), ANNOUNCE) or in the same direction ((B), ROLLER-SKATING). Examples are
from the online dictionary ASL-Lex (Caselli et al. 2017).

TABLE 1 | Annotation parameters for two-handed balanced signs.

Annotation parameter Options

Movement pattern Symmetrical, alternating, other movement, or
no movement

Movement repetition Single or repeated
Iconicity alternating-limb-
movement activity

Iconic or non-iconic yes or no

Compound Yes or no
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alternating and symmetrical signs was not significantly different
between the three sign languages: χ2 (2) � 3.703, p � 0.157. The
distribution of iconic signs in alternating and symmetrical signs
was not significantly different within individual sign languages
either: in ASL, χ2 (1) � 5.22, p � 0.022; in BSL, χ2 (1) � 0.502, p �
0.479; in HKSL, χ2 (1) � 4.8, p � 0.028.

Iconic signs did not differ in their preferences for repetition in
BSL and HKSL: in BSL 83% of iconic alternating signs were
repeated and 71% of iconic symmetrical signs were single,
compared to 81 and 73.5% of all alternating and symmetrical
signs, respectively (χ2 (1) � 0.032, p � 0.858 for alternating signs,
χ2 (1) � 0.055, p � 0.814 for symmetrical signs); similarly, in
HKSL 63% of iconic alternating signs were repeated and 62% of
iconic symmetrical signs were single, compared to 65 and 64% of
all alternating and symmetrical signs, respectively (χ2 (1) � 0.039,
p � 0.843 for alternating signs, χ2 (1) � 0.003, p � 0.956 for
symmetrical signs). In ASL, both iconic alternating signs and
iconic symmetrical signs displayed even stronger movement
preferences, for repetition in alternating signs (78% compared
to 73% of all alternating signs) and for single movement in
symmetrical signs (84% compared to 77% of all symmetrical

signs), though this difference was not statistically significant (for
alternating signs: χ2 (1) � 0.873, p � 0.35; for symmetrical signs: χ2
(1) � 0.029, p � 0.865), nor was it significant if compared only to
non-iconic signs (χ2 (1) � 1.738, p � 0.187 for alternating signs, χ2
(1) � 0.06, p � 0.806 for symmetrical signs).

The percentage of iconic signs representing alternating limb
movement in alternating signs was relatively low: the highest was in
BSL, where 28.5% of alternating iconic signs depicted such
activities, compared to 25% in ASL and 16% in HKSL. Not
surprisingly, symmetrical signs tended not to depict such
activities: only two of symmetrical iconic signs in ASL, two in
BSL and three in HKSL did so. Interestingly, iconic signs depicting
activities typically performedwith alternating bimanualmovements
did not differ in their preferences for repeated motion from other
iconic signs: in ASL, both types of iconic signs employed repeated
motion in 78% of cases (no statistically significant difference, χ2 (1)
� 0, p � 1); in BSL, 90% of the former and 75% of the latter were
repeated (no statistically significant difference, χ2 (1) � 0.503, p �
0.478). In HKSL, signs not depicting bimanual alternating activities
were repeated in 56% of cases, and the only three signs that did
depict such activities were all repeated; however, the number of
tokens was very low in HKSL (16 and 3), and no statistical
difference between the two was found (χ2 (1) � 2.078, p � 0.149).

DISCUSSION

Languages, spoken and signed, are produced by human bodies
and constrained by biomechanics. Though particular
biomechanical adaptations may be modality-specific (Ostry
et al., 1987; Grosvald and Corina, 2012), the principles are
modality-general: languages exploit what is possible and easy
to articulate, and what is already available. That is, if specific
motor behavior already exists for non-linguistic purposes, but can
be exploited for linguistic purposes, it probably will be
(MacNeilage, 1998). In this paper, we tested the proposal that
otherwise unexplained universal aspects of sign languages (the
privileged position of alternating balanced signs in acquisition

FIGURE 3 | The distribution of repeated and single movements in alternating and symmetrical signs in three sign languages (in percentages).

TABLE 2 |Number of repeated tokens for alternating and symmetrical signs in the
three sign languages.

Alternating Symmetrical

ASL 153/211 83/355
BSL 57/70 30/112
HKSL 42/64 31/84

TABLE 3 | Number of iconic tokens for alternating and symmetrical signs in the
three sign languages.

Alternating Symmetrical

ASL 73/211 124/355
BSL 35/70 49/112
HKSL 19/64 37/84
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and language change) can be understood as resulting from a
preference for repeated alternating arm movements triggered by
vestigial locomotor CPGs developed in human ancestors for
quadrupedal locomotion. There may be many motoric reasons
for moving both hands simultaneously in signing: it can increase
perceptibility of the sign (because it is easier to notice two moving
objects rather than just one, Bruce and Green, 1990), it may be
easier in motor planning (by executing one motor plan for two
limbs, rather than for each limb individually, see Kelso et al.,
1979), etc. However, moving two hands in repeated motions
rather than in a single motion increases articulatory effort,
especially when two hands are moving. Thus, the existence of
alternating two-handed signs is more puzzling than the existence
of two-handed signs employing other movement patterns.

In this study, we showed that even in genetically-unrelated
sign languages, two-handed balanced signs tend to be articulated
with a single motion, unless their movement is alternating. In
signs with alternating movement, the repeated motion pattern is
preferred instead. We attribute this pattern to central pattern
generators (CPGs), that originally evolved for quadrupedal
locomotion but still exert their influence on bimanual actions
(van Emmerik et al., 1998) and are activated in arm swing during
walking, even when the arms are constrained (Ballesteros et al.,
1965; Kuhtz-Buschbeck and Jing, 2012). If CPGs affect manual
actions, it is natural to expect them to exert some influence on
sign languages, which are produced and perceived in the visual-
manual modality. As we noted above, languages exploit what is
easy to articulate by the body, and if repeated alternating
bimanual movements are exploiting vestigial locomotive CPGs,
their influence should be seen at least to some extent in sign
languages as well. Indeed, there appears to be much evidence to
support this expectation.

First, infants in general have difficulty with moving only one
hand, preferring to use both hands, whether for linguistic or non-
linguistic purposes (Cheek et al., 2001). And infants acquiring
sign languages natively strongly prefer two-handed signs that are
balanced and repeated. They have a harder time acquiring one-
handed signs, and often are less accurate in producing
handshapes of one-handed signs even if they can produce
exactly the same handshapes in two-handed signs (Siedlecki
and Bonvillian, 1993). Not only one-handed signs, but also
two-handed unbalanced signs (where the nondominant hand
is a passive place of articulation for the dominant hand) are
underrepresented in early signs as compared to their frequency in
ASL (one study found less than 10% of unbalanced signs in their
corpus of early child signing, Cheek et al., 2001), and unbalanced
signs start to emerge only in late infancy (Fagard, 1994). Not only
do infants prefer to move both hands simultaneously, but they
also prefer signs with repeated movements, and acquire them
more accurately; moreover, they tend to produce single-
movement signs with multiple movements most of the time
(50–80%; Meier et al., 1998; Holzrichter and Meier, 2000;
Meier et al., 2002; Meier, Mauk et al., 2008; see also Juncos
et al., 1997, Morgan et al., 2007). It appears that in first language
acquisition, signing infants rely on CPGs in acquiring signs with
two-handed repeated movements, whether the sign calls for them
or not. And this may be true of adults as well: hearing adult

second-language learners also tend to produce signs with multiple
repetitions (Chen Pichler et al., 2016). The same tendency also
surfaces in signers affected by disease: in one study, a signer
affected by infarct substituted one-handed signs with two-handed
balanced signs, with identical handshape and movement in both
hands (Hickok et al., 1996). Abnormal sign repetition (palilalia)
can also occur in signers suffering from progressive supranuclear
palsy (Tyrone and Woll, 2008). Inhibition of movement,
therefore, requires effort, suggesting that one-handed signs or
signs with single movement are not necessarily easier to articulate
simply because they are produced with less movement.

Second, two-handed alternating signs resist phonological and
coarticulatory change. For example, sometimes two-handed signs
can be realized phonetically with the dominant hand only in the
process called weak drop (Padden and Perlmutter, 1987). However,
if the two-handed sign has an alternating movement, weak drop is
prohibited (see Battison, 1974; Brentari, 1998 for ASL, van der
Kooij et al., 2001 for the Sign Language of the Netherlands). And
such signs resist weak drop not only in adult signers, but also in
children acquiring sign language natively (Siedlecki and Bonvillian,
1993), suggesting that the reason for this resistance is indeed
motoric and not language-internal (though iconicity may
prevent weak drop as well, in cases where the alternating
movement is motivated by the sign’s semantics, van der Kooij
et al., 2001). And in the processes that turn one-handed signs into
two-handed signs, the output is two-handed signs with alternating
movements (e.g., in the Characteristic Adjective derivation, where
a sign meaning “X” turns into a sign with the meaning
characteristically “X,” Padden and Perlmutter, 1987).

If two-handed signs with repeated alternating movements are
indeed so easy to produce, then why don’t sign lexicons
predominantly consist of such signs? This, we believe, is due
to the fact that sign lexicons are under multiple conflicting
pressures, from both the production and the perception sides
of communication, each selecting for different type of signs. For
example, signs moving on the horizontal plane (that we discussed
as “other” balanced signs in the results section) may be selected
for because they are more visible to the addressee (see Tkachman
et al., 2019 for discussion). Two-handed balanced signs with
symmetrical movements may be easier to produce because they
are exploiting a single motor plan and thus do not involve as
much computational cost (Kelso et al., 1979). And, of course, one-
handed signs only require moving one arm, which reduces the
overall articulatory effort (Napoli et al., 2014). Thus, the
preference for repeated alternating bimanual movements is
only one easy biomechanical adaptation available to signers,
among many others.

Other factors may also affect the form of signs. Cultural
practices are one such example. For example, in Ghana there
exists a strong taboo against pointing with one’s left hand, which
sometimes results in people pointing with both hands
simultaneously, which does not violate this taboo (Kita and
Essegbey, 2001). Though we are not aware of studies
describing such influences behind handedness in sign
languages, it is nevertheless possible that in some signs the
number of hands or their movement is selected under some
kind of cultural pressure. Another undisputed factor is linguistic;
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sign-language grammars often employ repeated motions to mark
grammatical features. For example, some sign languages employ
repeated movements for nominal signs and single movements for
verbal signs in noun-verb pairs with otherwise similar forms and
related meanings, such as “a hammer” and “to hammer” (see
Supalla and Newport, 1978 for ASL, Johnston, 2001 for
Australian Sign Language, Tkachman and Sandler, 2013 for
Israeli Sign Language). Thus, the distribution of formational
features is also subject to grammar, and frequencies of some
of them may be affected by what is grammaticalized in an
individual sign language. This last point is also relevant for
another potential confounding issue: frequency of formational
features in sign types is not necessarily revealing of their
frequencies in sign tokens. For example, Crasborn and Safar
(2016) show that in the Sign Language of the Netherlands, the
frequencies of one-handed sign types in dictionaries is just over
half of all types, but in a corpus of spontaneous signing 67.7% of
all tokens are one-handed. Some of the preferences discussed in
this paper may not be as frequent in spontaneous signing as they
are in sign types. Nevertheless, the fact that these tendencies are
evident in lexical signs that were coined and conventionalized
does suggest that these motoric pressures are at work at some
level, at least in language emergence and development. This
possibility appears plausible especially in light of research on
historical change: in ASL, some one-handed signs produced
below the neck became two-handed, and some unbalanced
signs became balanced (Frishberg, 1975).

Another possible influence is iconicity, or resemblance
between the form of the sign and its meaning (Taub, 2001).
For example, in iconic signs, the number of articulators may
represent the number of referents, and the movement of hands
may represent the movement of hands in some action, such as
signing (Taub, 2001). One study on iconic motivation in two-
handed signs of three unrelated sign languages (ASL, Swedish and
Israeli Sign Languages) identified a number of semantic patterns
related to different types of plurality, such as interaction between
different entities (e.g., “meet”), location (e.g., “empty”),
dimensions of one entity (e.g., “large”), and composition of
one entity (e.g., “machine,” Lepic et al., 2016). This tendency
of selecting for two-handedness in signs for meanings related to
plurality may be related to the metaphorical extension “more of
form is more of content” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). This
possibility is supported by a large cross-linguistic corpus study
by Östling et al. (2018), who rated entries for 31 sign languages in
the online dictionary Spread the Sign for signs’ perceived
plurality. They found that core vocabulary (signs representing
the version of the Swadesh list adapted for sign languages) has
almost equal distribution of two-handed signs (56%), whereas the
extended vocabulary (all non-compound signs) shows a much
higher tendency for two-handed signs, 71%. Using the list of 81
lexical plurals, Östling et al. (2018) found that lexical plurality is a
strong factor behind two-handedness, but other concept-specific
properties are also important in determining whether the sign is
one- or two-handed. Repetition of movement may also be
motivated by iconicity. In ASL, verbal signs that denote
actions requiring duration or reiteration may employ repeated
movement in their lexical forms (Supalla and Newport, 1978).

Moreover, Wilbur (2008) argues that movement in many verbs,
adverbs and adjectives indicates the temporal extent of the event
they denote, and movement repetition in lexical forms may be
related to telicity.

Thus, meaning is one of the factors selecting for two-
handedness and repeated movement in signs, and can in
principle select for repeated alternating and single symmetrical
movements as well. However, in our dataset, signs identified as
iconic were not significantly different in their movement
preferences from non-iconic signs. This finding can have
different interpretations. It may be the case that in iconic
signs, iconicity determines movement patterns, whereas in
non-iconic signs, motoric preferences are selected for instead.
This possibility, however, cannot explain why the proportion of
single and repeated signs was so similar in iconic and non-iconic
signs. Another possibility is that even in iconic signs, motor
preferences are still strong and will be selected for. This possibility
would be more in line with our findings, and the fact that iconic
signs in ASL showed an even more pronounced tendency for
repeated movement in alternating signs and single movement in
symmetrical signs could be due to the combined effect of CPG
influence and iconic choice for a semantically motivated form.
Whatever may be the case, iconicity alone cannot account for our
findings. Iconicity also cannot account for acquisition preferences
in signing infants, because young children are not sensitive to
iconicity (Tolar et al., 2008; Meier et al., 2008, though see
Thompson et al., 2012; Perniss et al., 2018).

The final factor we address is that of perception. It may be that
repeated movement is employed in alternating signs to increase
their perceptibility, since presumably the more the hands move the
easier it is to notice them. In fact, there are two aspects of these signs
that potentially make them easier to perceive: more movement is
easier to perceive than less movement and two-handed signs are
easier to perceive than one-handed signs (because it is easier to
notice two moving objects rather than just one, Bruce and Green,
1990). The first aspect appears to be supported by research on
prominence in sign languages: many of themodifications thatmake
a sign prominent involve an increase in movement. For example,
stressed signs in ASL often involvemore iterations of themovement
(Wilbur and Nolen, 1986). Signs produced at prosodic boundaries
often involve more duration, repetition and movement size (see
Ormel and Crasborn, 2012 for an overview), and the same changes
are involved in sign prominence (Nespor and Sandler, 1999) and
sonority (Brentari, 1998). Similarly, the related phenomena of sign
whispering (when the signer wants to conceal their signing from
everyone but the chosen interlocutor) and sign shouting (when the
signer addresses a larger group, such as in lecturing), the
modifications are often to the size of the sign movements
(reduced and lowered in whispering and enlarged and lifted in
shouting) and to the number of hands used (one-handed versions
of signs are preferred in whispering and two-handed in shouting,
see Emmorey, 2001 for ASL and Crasborn, 2001 for the Sign
Language of Netherlands). The handedness of the signs and their
perceptibility are also discussed in a well-known proposal by Siple
(1978), who suggested that, because signers look each other in the
face during sign conversations, signs produced lower in the signing
space are harder to perceive than signs produced higher in the
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signing space, and because of that signs lower in the signing space
should favor two-handed forms (among other predictions not
relevant here, see Siple, 1978 for details). One recent study
tested this proposal by measuring the amount of visible
movement in signs of one corpus of ASL (ASL-Lex, Caselli
et al., 2017). Researchers showed that in this corpus, one-
handed signs were indeed more likely to be signed higher in the
signing space, and that two-handed signs were produced withmore
visible movement than one-handed signs (Tkachman et al., 2019).
Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that alternating signs favor repeated
motions for increased perceptibility. However, this suggestion does
not explain why other types of balanced signs prefer single
movements instead. This suggestion also does not explain the
observation of Tkachman et al. (2019) that two-handed
balanced signs tended to be articulated higher in the signing
space than unbalanced signs, despite the fact that balanced signs
generate more visible movement than unbalanced signs (31% of
balanced signs in the corpus were produced in locations higher than
the neutral signing space, compared to only 10% of unbalanced
signs). To us this suggests that perceptibility may not be the reason
why alternating signs favor repeated motion, it is more likely that
perceptibility is just one of the reasons why these signs resist change
(which would lead to reduction in movement and therefore less
perceptibility).

One potentially relevant piece of evidence for our claim can
come from research on co-speech gesture in hearing people.
Indeed, if bimanual movements have a motoric preference for
alternation, this preference should be apparent not only in signs
but also in gesture. However, gestures for the most part are not
conventionalized, and therefore are subject to constraints of their
immediate context of use. Some research on co-speech gestures
(not conventionalized emblems) indicates that the bimanual
behavior of iconic gestures depends largely on the content of
the message (that is, both hands gesture when the content of the
message calls for both hands), and that co-speech gesture in
general tends to be unimanual (e.g., Lausberg and Kita, 2003).
And of course, gestures are largely analogous and not made up of
discrete contrastive units like signs, which makes direct
comparisons of formational features difficult, even for more-
or-less conventionalized gestures, let alone the more ad hoc iconic
or beat gestures that are normally used in conversations. Indeed,
existing dictionaries of conventionalized gestures also rarely
indicate whether the movement is supposed to be repeated or
not. However, indirect evidence does suggest that gestures may
have similar formational preferences to those found in sign
languages. For example, Kita et al. (1998) have demonstrated
that two-handed gestures produced in discourse tended to be
articulated with symmetrical movements and handshapes, just
like sign languages (in sign languages, this tendency of balanced
signs to be produced with identical or opposing movements,
identical handshapes and identical locations has been proposed to
be phonological in nature, referred to as the Symmetry Condition,
see Battison, 1978; Napoli and Wu, 2003; Eccarius and Brentari,
2007). Though the authors ultimately conclude that the tendency

for symmetry is cognitive rather than motoric in nature (cf.
Eccarius and Brentari, 2007; Hwang et al., 2014), this does suggest
that it is reasonable to expect gesture to exhibit phonetic
properties common to sign languages. Future research should
take a closer look at bimanual co-speech gesture.

What we suggest is that language emergence is subject to
multiple pressures, and one of these pressures is biomechanics:
languages will make use of motoric patterns that are easy to
produce, and they are easy to produce probably because they
have evolved/were selected for some other, nonlinguistic
functions. One such easy motoric pattern is repeated
alternating bimanual movements, which evolved originally
for quadrupedal locomotion, but which are still active in arm
movements due to the activation of CPG nerve-cell networks
(see Introduction). This preference is just one of many
biomechanically efficient movement patterns that require
little central feedback control (e.g., see Stevens, 1989, Stevens,
2005; Stevens and Keyser, 2006; Gick et al., 2011; Gick, 2012;
Gick and Stavness, 2013; Moisik and Gick, 2013, among others).
Not all easy motoric patterns will be selected for, because not all
of them will result in perceptual advantages, for example, or they
may conflict with other motoric preferences, and so on. But
what is selected for in articulation will be a subset of what is
articulatorily advantageous. This tendency is modality-general,
meaning that we expect both spoken and signed languages to
select for such motorically advantageous patterns, among other
pressures. The selection process for specific forms, therefore, is
constrained both by the brain (computational costs) and by the
body (articulatory costs). We hope that this paper will
encourage more research into how evolutionary adaptations
for movement in general can contribute to the linguistic
structure of languages, both signed and spoken.
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